A method for calculating the radiated sound power of impulsive noise in a reverberant acoustic field is proposed in this paper, and the computing results of the time-frequency domain characteristic are verified in the tank at ASTL (Acoustic Science and Technology Laboratory). In the frequency domain analysis, the power spectrum of the impulsive noise is processed by the Welch way. In the time domain analysis, the total sound power of the impulsive noise is calculated by the autocorrelated processing, and by which the radiated sound power is reduced. In order to verify the proposed method, the radiated sound power of the impulsive noise is successfully tested in a reverberant tank. The experiment result shows that the radiated sound power of the 10 kHz CW impulsive noise signals in the testing tank is almost as same as that in the anechoic pool, which the testing deviation is less than 1 dB both in time and frequency domain. The work of this paper provides a useful calculation method for measuring the characteristic of the transient noise in a reverberant tank.
Introduction
The transient sound is one of the most important acoustic characteristics of underwater targets. At present, most researches on transient acoustic are about detection [1] and analysis on acoustic field [2, 3, 4] . Considering the acoustic field changes within different environmental conditions, a physical quantity which can accurately describe the intensity of the transient sound should be established. The radiated sound power is considered as an appropriate index to describe the intensity of sound sources since it is not affected by the environment. Compared with the free field measurements, the use of the reverberant tanks has obvious advantageous, including the easier testing conditions, the better measuring repeatability, and so on. At present, efforts have been made to measure the radiated sound power of steady sound sources in reverberant tanks [5, 6] . Based on this, we can study the calculation methods of measuring the radiated sound power of the transient noise in reverberant tank. With the spatial averaging technique, the fluctuation of the reverberant acoustic field caused by the interference effect can be valid eliminated.
In this paper, a method for calculating the radiated sound power of impulsive noise in a reverberant acoustic field is proposed. The power spectrum of the impulsive noise is processed by the Welch way in frequency domain analysis. In the time domain analysis, the total sound power of the impulsive noise is calculated by the autocorrelated processing, and by which the radiated sound power is reduced. In the end, the proposed method is verified by the test.
Calculation Method on Radiated Sound Power of Impulsive Noise in Frequency Domain
Both the ideas and the testing techniques can be borrowed to study the calculation and testing methods of measuring the radiated sound power of the transient noise in reverberant tank. The power spectrum of the impulsive noise can represent the radiated sound power. With the same correction factor as in steady-state analysis, the radiated sound power of the impulsive noise can be accurately obtained in a reverberant tank.
According to the spectral estimation technology, the power spectrum is estimated by the Welch method. Spatial averaging technique should be carried out to eliminate interference when using reverberant tanks. According to normal-model theory in reference [4] , the square sound pressure of the spatial point in the reverberant tank is   
Where 0 r is the sound source location, r is the spatial point location. The first item in Eq. 1 is the independent addition of each mode; the second item is the interference item of each mode. After spatial average, the second item will be eliminated and the square pressure can then be obtained as (3) When analyzing steady sound sources, the spatial averaging can be carried out by moving hydrophones in reverberant tanks. For impulsive noise, due to the instability of the sound field, this method is difficult to achieve, a large number of hydrophone should be placed in the reverberant tank.
Calculation Method on Radiated Sound Power of Impulsive Noise in Time Domain
There are some uncertainty factors in the power spectrum method of impulsive noise power measurement. In order to make the calculation have a clearly physical meaning, we need to do the calculation in time domain.
The peak value of the autocorrelation can be used to describe the power of a signal in a certain time. The autocorrelation calculation method is
The peak value of autocorrelation is considered as the sound power of the impulsive noise source. The autocorrelation method can better describe the energy of the signal over a period of time and making the result more accurate.
For the autocorrelation method, the reverberant tank still has uneven energy distribution and interference effect. Therefore, spatial averaging is needed to eliminate interference and increase the accuracy of computation.
Experiment and Analysis
According to the reverberation method in reference [7] , the hydrophone arrays are arranged in a reverberant tank. In order to meet the requirement of spatial averaging, the distance between hydrophone should be greater than one wavelength. The measurement system is shown in Fig. 1 . The frequency of the impulsive signal is 10 kHz to satisfy the reverberation frequency. When the sound source is transmitting impulsive signal in free field, the width of the signal collected by hydrophone is the same as the original signal. However, when the source is transmitting impulsive signal in reverberant tank, the width of the collected signal will be longer than that in free field. Therefore, the radiated sound power of the sound source with different pulse widths was measured. 
Equivalent Radiated Sound Power in Frequency Domain
The measured results are shown in Fig.2 Fig.3 each sample signal is one second long including background noise and effective signal. The result is equivalent to radiated sound power. As shown in Table 1 , although the proposed power spectrum method for calculating the sound power of impulsive noise has uncertainty, as long as the frequency resolution meets the requirements, the results in reverberant tank can be corrected to match the free field results. 
Radiated Sound Power in Time Domain
The results of the autocorrelation calculation method are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 . Only the effective signals are extracted from the sample signals as Fig.3 . In table 2 and table 3 , the radiated sound power of impulsive noise is reduced to the unit time. The results are steady. The sound power of impulsive noise measured in a reverberant tank is 1 dB lower than that in the free field. Considering absorption and attenuation, the result is effective. The radiated sound power obtained by power spectrum method is the corresponding value of the single frequency signal, while the autocorrelation method in time domain integrates all the power of the whole signal. So the computation result in time domain is higher than that in the frequency domain. The time domain autocorrelation method is less influenced by the calculated conditions, and can be easily classified into unit time, and has more clearly physical meaning.
Summary
A method for calculating the radiated sound power of impulsive noise in a reverberant acoustic field is proposed, and the verified test is also carried out in this paper. With the same correction factor as the steady noise in frequency domain, the radiated sound power of the impulsive noise can be accurately obtained in a tank, in which the power spectrum of the impulsive noise is processed by the Welch way. By utilizing the energy conservation principle, total sound power of the transient noise is the same both in anechoic pool and in reverberant tank, and the radiated sound power of the impulsive noise is obtained by autocorrelated processing. The spatial averaging technique is applied to eliminate the interference effect in both time-frequency domain process. The verifying experiment of the radiated sound power of the impulsive noise is successfully tested in a reverberant tank. The experiment results show that the radiated sound power of the 10kHz CW impulsive noise signals in the testing tank is almost as same as that in the anechoic pool, which the testing deviation is less than 1 dB both in time and frequency domain. As above, the proposed method is practical and effective for the impulsive noise analysis, which provides a new idea for the study of the time and frequency characteristics of transient noise.
